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1 Introduction
B. Harris [3] Chen [2] , Riemnann $X$
. $X$ Jacobian X–X-
. , [4], [6] .
. [5] ,
. M. Pulte [8] Riemann




2 The pointed harmonic volume
$X$ $g(\geqq 2)$ Riemann . $X$ 1 , $X$
Chen [2] . $\omega_{1},$ $\omega_{2}$ $X$ 1
, $\gamma$ : $[0, 1]arrow X$ $X$ . , $\omega_{1},$ $\omega_{2}$ $\gamma$ ( 2 )
$\int\omega_{1}\omega_{2}=\oint_{0\leq t_{1}\leq t_{2}\leq 1}f_{1}(t_{1})f_{2}(t_{2})dt_{1}dt_{2}$
. , $f_{1},$ $f_{2}$ , $t$ $[0, 1]$ , $\gamma^{*}(\omega_{i})=f_{i}(t)dt$
. , .
.
Lemma 2.1 $\omega_{1,i},$ $\omega_{2,i}$ , $\mathrm{i}=1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $m$ , $X$ 1 , $\gamma$ : $[0, 1]arrow X$ $X$
. $\oint_{X}\sum_{i=1}^{m}\omega_{1,i}\Lambda\omega_{2,i}=0$ $l\mathrm{h}^{\grave{\backslash }},$ $d \eta=\sum_{i=1}^{m}\omega_{1,i}\Lambda\omega_{2,i}$ $\backslash \grave{f}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\gamma_{-\text{ }}$’




Lemma 2.1 , [8] . $X$ 1
$H^{1}(X;\mathbb{Z})$ $H_{1}(X;\mathbb{Z})$ Poincare’ , $H$ .
Hodge $*$ ( , )
$H$ “$X$ $\mathbb{Z}$ , 1 ”
(Hodge ). $(, )$ : $H\otimes Harrow \mathbb{Z}$ , $K=\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}(, )$ . $p$
$X$ . $I_{p}$ Riemann $(X,p)$ ,
$K\otimes H$ $\mathbb{R}/\mathbb{Z}$ .
Definition 2.2
$I_{p}(( \Lambda\sum_{-1}^{m}a_{i}\otimes b_{i})\otimes c)=\sum_{i=1}^{\iota\cdot\iota}l^{a_{i}b_{i}-}l^{\eta}$ mod Z.
$\backslash \backslash _{\iota=1}^{--}$
/ 1 $i=1^{\cdot}J\gamma$ $.’\gamma$
$\gamma$ , $H_{1}(X$ ;Z$)$ \ni [\gamma ]=( $c$ Poincar6 ), $p$
. $\sum_{i=1}^{m}(a_{i}, b_{i})=0$ , $X$ 1-
$\eta$ . $d \eta=\sum_{i=1}^{m}a_{i}\Lambda b_{i}$ , $X$ 11
$\alpha$ , $\oint_{X}\eta\wedge*\alpha=0$ , $\text{ }$ . $I_{p}$ $\gamma$ $\sqrt[\prime]{}\backslash$ .
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Remark 23Pulte [8] , $I_{p}$ , $\mathbb{Z}\pi_{1}(X, p)/J^{3}$ mixed
Hodge structure Riemann $(X, p)$ ,
Torelli . , $p$ , $J$ $\mathbb{Z}\pi_{1}(X,p)$
.
$\{x_{i}, y_{i}\}_{i=1,\ldots,g}$ $H$ $(x_{i)}y_{j})=\delta_{ij}=-(y_{j}, x_{i}),$ $(x_{i}, x_{j})=$
$(y_{i}, y_{j})=0$ $H$ , . $z_{i}=x_{i}$ or $y_{i}$ , $K$
$\{\begin{array}{lllll}(1) z_{i}\otimes z_{j}’ (i\neq j) (2) x_{i}\otimes y_{i}-x_{1}\otimes y_{1} (i\neq 1) (3) x_{i}\otimes y_{i}+y_{i}\otimes x_{i} (i=1,2 \cdots g)(4) z_{i}\otimes z_{i} (i=1,2 \cdots g)\end{array}\}$ .
$(H^{\otimes 3})’$ kernel
$H\otimes H\otimes H\ni\omega_{1}\otimes\omega_{2}\otimes\omega_{3}\mapsto((\omega_{1},\omega_{2})\omega_{3},$ $(\omega_{2},\omega_{3})\omega_{1}),$ $(\omega_{3},\omega_{1})\omega_{2})\in H\oplus H\oplus H$.
$(H^{\otimes 3})’\subset K\otimes H$ , $I_{p}$ $(H^{\otimes 3})’$
, ([3]). [5]
. , $K\otimes H$ $(H^{\otimes 3})’$ ,
(1a) $z_{i}\otimes z_{j}’\otimes z_{i}’’$ $(\mathrm{i}\neq j, z_{i}\neq z_{i}’’)$ ,
(1b) $z_{i}\otimes z_{j}’\otimes z_{i}’’$ $(\mathrm{i}\neq j, z_{j}’\neq z_{j}’’)$ ,
(2a) $(x_{i}\otimes y_{i}-x_{1}\otimes y_{1})\otimes z_{i}’’$ $(i\neq 1^{1},$ ,
(2b) $(x_{i}\otimes y_{i}-x_{1}\otimes y_{1})\otimes z_{1}’’$ $(\mathrm{i}\neq 1)$ ,
(3) $(x_{i}\otimes y_{i}+y_{i}\otimes x_{i})\otimes z_{i}’’$ ,




$\ldots,$ $2g+1$ . $C$
.
$\{(z, w)\in \mathbb{C}^{2};w^{2}=\prod_{i=0}^{2g+1}(z-p_{i})\}$ .




, $\pi$ $\{p_{i}\}_{i=0,1,\ldots,2g+1}$ 2 . $C$
$P_{i}$ ( $\pi(P_{i})=p_{i}$ ) . , , $C$
$\iota:C\ni(z,$ $w^{)},$ $\mapsto(z, -w)\in C$
. , $P_{i}$ Weierstrass ,
Weierstrass . , $\iota$ , $H$
, $I_{P_{i}}$ , $I_{P_{i}}=(-1)^{3}I_{P_{\dot{x}}}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} \mathbb{Z}$ , $I_{P_{i}}=0$ or1/2 $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} \mathbb{Z}$
.
$C$ 1 $H_{1}(C;\mathbb{Z})$ . 1
, $Q_{0},$ $Q_{1}=(\iota(Q_{0}))$ , $C$ $e_{j}$ , $Q_{0},$ $P_{j}$ ,
$Q_{1}$ . $e_{j_{1}}\cdot\iota(e_{j_{2}})$ $C$ $Q_{0}$
. , $e_{j_{1}}\cdot\iota(e_{j_{2}})$ , $e_{j_{1}}$ , $\iota(e_{j_{2}})$
. $Q_{0}$
$e_{j}\cdot\iota(e_{j})\sim 1$ , $j=0,1,$ $\ldots,$ $2g+1$ ,
$e_{0}\cdot\iota(e_{1})\cdots\cdot\cdot e_{2g}\cdot\iota(e_{2g+1})\sim 1$ .
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2: $\pi(e_{j}’)$
. $Q_{0}$ $C$ $a_{i},$ $b_{i},$ $\mathrm{i}=1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $g$
$a_{i}=e_{2i-1}\cdot\iota(e_{2\mathrm{i}})$ ,
$b_{i}=e_{2i-1}\cdot\iota(e_{2i-2})\cdots$ . $e_{1}$ . $\iota(e_{0})$ .
. $a_{i},$ $b_{i}$ $x_{i},$ $y_{i}\in H_{1}(C;\mathbb{Z})$ .
Lem ma 31 $\{x_{i}, y_{i}\}_{i=1,2,\ldots,g}$ , $H_{1}(C;\mathbb{Z})$ .
$H_{\mathbb{Z}_{2}}:=H_{1}(C;\mathbb{Z}_{2})$ . $B$ $\{p_{i}\}_{i=0,1,\ldots,2g+1}$ . $C$ $e_{j}$
$P_{j}$ , $e_{j}’$ . $\pi(e_{j}’)$ 2
, $\{\pi(e_{j}’)\}_{j=0,1,\ldots,2g}$ $H_{1}(\mathbb{C}P^{1}\backslash B;\mathbb{Z}_{2})$ . . $\sum_{j=0}^{arrow\gamma_{\mathit{9}+1}}\pi(e_{j}’)=0$
. Z2Z , $e_{j}’\in H_{1}(\mathbb{C}P^{1}\backslash B;\mathbb{Z}_{2})$
.
$v:H_{\mathbb{Z}_{2}}arrow H_{1}(\mathbb{C}P^{1}\backslash B;\mathbb{Z}_{2})$ $v(x_{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 2)=\pi(e_{2i-1}’)+\pi(e_{2i}’),$ $v(y_{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 2)=$
$\pi(e_{0}’)+\pi(e_{1}’)+\cdots+\pi(e_{2i-1}’)$ .
$0-H_{\mathbb{Z}_{2}}varrow H_{1}(.\mathbb{C}P^{1}\backslash B;\mathbb{Z}_{2})\underline{\in}\mathbb{Z}_{2}-0$ .
$\epsilon:H_{1}(\mathbb{C}P^{1}\backslash B;\mathbb{Z}_{2})arrow \mathbb{Z}_{2}$ $\epsilon(\pi(e_{i}’))=1$ . Weierstrass $P_{y}$






$H_{\mathbb{Z}_{2}}$ . , $f_{0}+f_{1}+\cdots+f_{2g+1}=0$
.
4 Pointed harmonic volumes for $(C_{0}, F_{\iota/})$
$C_{0}$ .
$\{(z, w)\in \mathbb{C}^{2};w^{2}=z^{2g+2}-1\}$ .
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$C0$ 2 , $Q_{0}=(0, \sqrt{-1}),$ $Q_{1}=(0, -\sqrt{-1})(=\iota(Q_{0}))$ . $\zeta=\exp(2\pi\sqrt{-1}/(2g+$
$2))$ , $C_{0}$ $e_{j}$, : $[0, 1]arrow C_{0},j=0,1,$ $\ldots,$ $2g+1$ .
$\{$
$(2t\zeta^{j}, \sqrt{-1}\sqrt{1-(2t)^{2g+2}})$ for $0\leq t\leq 1/2$ ,
$((2-2t)\zeta^{j}, -\sqrt{-1}\sqrt{1-(2-2t)^{2g+2}})$ for $1/2\leq t\leq 1$ .
$C_{0}$ 1 $\omega_{i}=z^{i-1}dz/w,$ $\mathrm{i}=1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $g$ . $\omega_{i}$ , $C_{0}$
, $\{\omega_{i}\}_{i=1,2,\ldots,g}$ $C_{0}$ 10 $\mathbb{C}$ .
$B(u, v)$ $\int_{0}^{1}x^{u-1}(1-x)^{v-1}dx(u, v>0)$ , $\omega_{i}’$ , $1$ 1\mbox{\boldmath $\omega$}
$\frac{(2g+2)\sqrt{-1}}{2B(\mathrm{i}/(2g+2),1/2)}\omega_{i}$
. $\Omega_{a},$ $\Omega_{b}$ , $(\mathrm{i}, 7)$
$f_{a_{j}}\omega_{i}’$ and $\oint_{b_{j}}\omega_{i}’$ .
$C_{0}$ 10 $\alpha_{i},$ $\beta_{i},$ $\mathrm{i}=1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $g$
$(\begin{array}{l}\alpha_{1}.\alpha_{g}\end{array})=\Re((\Omega_{b})^{-1}(\begin{array}{l}\omega_{1}’\vdots\omega_{g}’\end{array}))$ and $(\begin{array}{l}\beta_{1}\vdots\beta_{g}\end{array})=-\Re($ $(\Omega_{a})^{-1}(\begin{array}{l}\omega_{1}’\vdots\omega_{g}\end{array}))$
. , Poincare’ , $\alpha_{i}rightarrow x_{i},$ $\beta_{i}rightarrow y_{i}$
.
$u$ f , $t_{\mathrm{z}4}= \sum_{p=1}^{g}\zeta^{up}$ .
$t_{u}=\{$
$g$ for $u\in(2g+2)\mathbb{Z}$ ,
-1 for $u\not\in(2g+2)\mathbb{Z}$ and $u$ :even,
$\frac{1+\zeta^{u}}{1-\zeta^{u}}$ for $u$ : odd.
. [5] Lemma 38 .
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Lemma 41
(1) $\int_{a_{k}}\beta_{i}\beta_{j}$ $= \frac{1}{2(g+1)^{2}}\{(t_{2k-2_{\dot{t}}}-t_{2k})\sum_{u=1}^{i}t_{2k-2u}.+(t_{2k}-t_{2k-2i})\sum_{u=1}^{I}t_{2k-2u+2}\}$ ,
(2) $\int_{b_{k}}\beta_{\dot{x}}\beta_{j}$ $=0$ ,
(3) $\int_{a_{k}}\alpha_{i}\alpha_{j}$ $=0$ ,
(4) $\oint_{b_{k}}\alpha_{i}\alpha_{j}$ $= \frac{1}{2(g+1)^{2}}\{\sum_{u=1}^{k}(t_{2u-2j}t_{2v-2i}-2t_{2u-2j-2}t_{2u-2i}+t_{2u-2j-2}t_{2u-2\mathrm{t}-2})$
$+ \sum_{v=2}^{k}2(t_{2v-2i}-t_{2v-2i-2})(t_{2v-2j-2}-t_{(-2j)})\}$ ,
(5) $\oint_{a_{k}}\alpha_{i}\beta_{j}$ $= \frac{-1}{2(g+1)^{2}}t_{2k-2i}(t_{2k-2j}-t_{2k})$ ,
(6) $\oint_{b_{k}}\alpha_{i}\beta_{j}$ $= \frac{-1}{2(g+1)^{2}}\sum_{rJ=1}^{k}\{(t_{2u-2i-2}-t_{2u-2i})\sum_{v=1}^{j}t_{2v+2u-2j-2}\}$ .
h
1)^{2}}\sum_{u=1 m_{v=1}^{j}t_{2v+2u-2j-2}\}$
$\oint_{e_{j}}\eta=0$ , $Q_{0}\mathrm{E}:\text{ },,\mathrm{g}_{\backslash }$ $”\Xi_{\backslash \backslash }4_{\mathrm{i}}\backslash 7^{\cdot}$ $lT\mathrm{F}\epsilon I_{Q_{0}}$
Proposition 42
, $\mathbb{R}/\mathbb{Z}$ , $\mu=1/2(g+1)$ .
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$h_{1}\otimes h_{2}\otimes h_{3}\in K\otimes H$ , $\Lambda_{\nu}(h_{1}\otimes h_{2}\otimes h_{3})=I_{\nu}(h_{1}\otimes h_{2}\otimes h_{3})-I_{Q_{0}}(h_{1}\otimes h_{2}\otimes$
$h_{3})\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} \mathbb{Z}$ . $C_{0}$ $l_{l/}:$ $[0, 1]arrow C_{0}$ $t\mapsto(t\zeta^{\nu}, \sqrt{-1}\sqrt{1-t^{2g+2}})\in C_{0}$
. .
Lemma 43
$\Lambda_{\nu}(h_{1}\otimes h_{2}\otimes h_{3})=(h_{1}, h_{3})\oint_{\ell_{\nu}}h_{2}-(h_{2}, h_{3})\oint_{\ell_{\nu}}h_{1}$
$\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} \mathbb{Z}$ .
$I_{\nu}$ 1Q (modulo $\mathbb{Z}$ ) .
Lemma 4.4
, $\mathbb{R}/\mathbb{Z}$ ,







5 A combinatrorial formula of $I_{l}$,
$I_{\nu}=I_{P_{\nu}}$ . $\Gamma_{g}$ $g$
$\Sigma_{g}$ , ,
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. $\triangle_{g}$ $\Gamma_{g}$ $\iota$ $\triangle_{g}=\{\varphi\in\Gamma_{\mathit{9}}; \varphi\iota=\iota\varphi\}$ ,
. , $\iota$ . $\nu$ ,
$\Delta_{g,\iota/}=\{\varphi\in\Delta_{g};\varphi(P_{\nu})=P_{\nu}\}\subset\triangle_{g}$
. $S_{2g+1}$ $(2g+1)$ . $\Delta_{g,\nu}arrow S_{2g+1}$ ,
Z2\Delta g,\mbox{\boldmath $\nu$} $H_{\mathbb{Z}_{2}}$ Z2329+1Z (Arnol’d [1]). [5], [7]
, .
Proposition 5I
$I_{\nu}\in \mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{\Delta_{g,\nu}}(K\otimes H, \mathbb{Z}_{2})=\mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{S_{2g+1}}((H_{\mathbb{Z}_{2}})^{\otimes 3}, \mathbb{Z}_{2})=\mathbb{Z}_{2}$ .
, $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{S_{2g+1}}((H_{\mathbb{Z}_{2}})^{\otimes 3}, \mathbb{Z}_{2})$ $\psi$ ,
$\psi(f_{i}\otimes f_{j}\otimes f_{k})=\{$
1 for $\#\{i,j, k\}=2$ ,
0 otherwise,
$S_{2g+1}$ - $(H_{\mathbb{Z}_{2}})^{\otimes 3}arrow \mathbb{Z}_{2}$ .
, . $K\otimes H$ $A$ ,
(1) , $A= \sum_{p,q,r\neq\iota/}A_{p,q,r}f_{p}\otimes f_{q}\otimes$ . , $A_{p,q,r}\in$
$\mathbb{Z}_{2}=\{0,1\}$ . $\kappa:K\otimes Harrow \mathbb{Z}_{2}$




1/2 $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} \mathbb{Z}$ if $\kappa(A)=1$ ,
0 $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} \mathbb{Z}$ if $\kappa(A)=0$ .
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